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Abstract: In this frequency spectrum electric fields radiated by the unusual lightning activities have been computed using
the wavelet transform technique. The unusual lightning activities have very recently been identified activities and are very
poorly understood among the lightning community. As the electric fields are very recently identified and are measured in
time domain, to the best of our knowledge, their frequency content has not been studied as of today. To understand the
physics of the discharge mechanism of such events, the frequency domain information plays a significant role. In order to
extract frequency domain information from the time domain electric field signatures the wavelet transform technique has
been employed. For the purpose, the electric field pertinent to the unusual activity, has been divided into two parts namely
main activity and the preceding opposite polarity field change. From the computation, it is found that the opposite-polarity
field change radiates energy in the spectral range of 2 kHz to 173 kHz whereas, the main activity predominantly radiates
in the frequency range 2 kHz to 162 kHz. Such a wider spectral range that the unusual activities radiate have not been
reported for the other known activities such as positive and negative return strokes. Evidently, the unusual events have
some unique origin of discharge unlike the known activities. Further, as the unusual events were noticed in the temperate
region (Uppsala, Sweden) and Sub-tropical climatic zone (Kathmandu, Nepal), it should have some common source of
origin between two regions.
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INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic fields radiated by lightning flashes were

signatures to be influential factor to affect such

causing deleterious impact on the living being on the

instruments1.

ground from centuries. People were found to be using

Lightning activities have, in general, been divided into two

different preventive measures in order to mitigate such life-

categories. The lightning activities that transport electrical

threatening hazard, however only from a few centuries ago

charge between the cloud and ground are termed as

researchers

this

lightning ground flashes, whereas, the lightning activities

phenomenon. With the development of science and

that transport the electrical charges between two regions of

technology, many inventions were made mainly in the area

cloud are termed as cloud flashes. The ground flashes are

of wireless technology, space and aviation industry. Later,

further divided into the positive type and the negative type

lightning flashes were found to be major threat to those

whereas, the cloud flashes are also divided into three type

electronic instruments and wireless technology. Scientist

namely inter cloud, intra-cloud and cloud to air discharges.

had identified that the radiated frequency of lightning

The electric fields pertinent to the known lightning

were

successful

in

understanding
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activities have extensively been studied and can be found in

so it is impossible to predict when and where such

the literature. However, the newly discovered unusual

frequency occurred. After the development of wavelet

activities are not very well understood as the information

transform in algorithm form, researchers started calculating

about these activities is not available in the literature. The

frequency using this technique. Wavelet technique has been

unusual activities have a uniqueness in a sense that the

found to be one of the most sophisticated tools to calculate

electrical field radiated by them is different from those

the frequency content on any irregular signals4. The

radiated by the know ground flashes and cloud flashes,

mathematical expression to calculate discrete wavelet

though they appear to be similar to those of positive ground

transform is shown in equation (1).

flashes. The uniqueness of the electric fields pertinent to the

𝑤 (𝑠, 𝜏) = ∑

2

𝑓(𝑡) 𝜓 ∗, (𝑡)𝛿𝑡

(1)

unusual activities can found in the earlier work . Unlike the

Where ∗ denotes complex conjugation. This equation

positive return stroke, the unusual activities produce and an

shows how a function 𝑓(𝑡) is decomposed into a set of basis

electric field comprising of a main event preceded by the

functions 𝜓 , (𝑡) called the wavelets. Shifting and scaling

opposite polarity leader type pulse. A pronounced opposite-

is done on each segment of the data for the calculation of

polarity pulse just prior to the main event of lightning

range of frequency radiated by the signals, which is given

signals is termed as Unusual lightning. The duration of

as equation (2).

opposite polarity pulses are some tens of microseconds and

𝜓 , (𝑡) =

extend toward the positive y-axis. The main events are

√

(2)

𝜓

Where s and 𝜏 are scaling and translating parameter6.

relatively slower negative (according to the atmospheric

Among the infinite possible mother wavelet for analysis of

electricity sign convention) electromagnetic discharge,

irregular signals, Derivative of Gaussian (DOG) was

which appear on the negative y-axis on electric field plots

identified in the research paper4, as the most stable wavelet

of lightning. For the first time, such lightning signals were

so far for the calculation of frequency content of lightning

observed by the second author of this paper during a

signals. Since it captures both positive and negative

measurement campaign conducted in Uppsala, Sweden in

oscillations of the signal as a separate peak in wavelet

2009, similar lightning signals were observed in 2015

power. The equation which represents the DOG mother

during a measurement campaign conducted in Kathmandu,

wavelet is shown in equation (3).

Nepal; which was mentioned in the paper2. Authors have
also mentioned that such lightning events were not included

𝜓 (𝑡) =

(

)

(3)

𝑒

in any literature before, so it is new for the researcher
The value of m is 2 for the derivative of the Gaussian

working on lightning field.
Many researches, for instance;

1,3,4,5

wavelet. Wavelet transform techniques calculate the

, were carried out in

frequency at the different scale at the same point of a signal,

order to calculate the frequency radiated by different types

so the value of frequency is not of exact value but a range

of lightning signals. Techniques such as narrow band

of values4.

receivers (NBRs) and wide band waveforms digitizers

Wavelet transform technique have been used extensively in

(WWDs) were employed by the researchers to calculate the

last two decade by many researchers, such as;

frequency content of lightning signals, however due to

3,7,8,9

, for

lightning electromagnetic signals. However, only in 2011 it

different demerits in low and high frequency calculation,

was comprehensively used in the paper4 to calculate the

those techniques were not fully acknowledged to be

frequency content of different types

appropriate3. The development of Fourier transform tool in

of

lightning

electromagnetic signals or different events associated

algorithm form led scientist and researcher to use this

within a single event. This research paper can be considered

technique. However, after the Fourier transform of such

as a landmark work in the field of frequency calculation of

transient irregular lightning signal, time information is lost,
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lightning signals using wavelet transform algorithms.

by using properly terminated RG-58 coaxial cable. The RC

Similarly, in 2014 wavelet technique was used in the

decay time constant of the field measuring system was 13

5

research work for the frequency calculation of first peak

ms, which is large enough to record lightning electric field

associated with different types of lightning signals.

waveforms and are influenced by the instrumental decay.

In this research work we calculate the frequency content on

The data were digitized in a 4-channel Picoscope being

unusual lightning activities. Since, this type of lightning is

operated in pre-trigger mode and saved in a pc.

new for the scientific community working in the field of

In order to carry out this research, 16 unusual electric field

lightning and it is important to know the frequency it

temporal signals from four different days (4 signals from

radiates.

each day) were chosen. Those all signals were recorded in

INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY

the summer thunderstorms in 2015 on April 15, 16 & 17

The lightning electric field signatures were obtained using

and on June 10 from the measuring station situated at

a parallel plate antenna, which was installed 12m above the

Kathmandu, Nepal. The sampling rate and time interval of

surface of ground on roof top of a building at Kathmandu,

the plot is not kept uniform during the measurement for all

Nepal. The instrumental setup used in our research to record

those signals. The time duration of 200ms was set to capture

lightning electromagnetic signals was designed and made at

the lightning signals, which is large enough to cover all

Uppsala University, Sweden. The measuring set up consists

events associated with each signal. DOG was selected as a

of three components: 1) parallel plate antenna, 2) buffer

mother wavelet for the analysis in our research, as this

circuit and 3) digitizer along with storage. The capacitance

wavelet is the most stable one so far for the analysis of

of parallel plate antenna was set to 60 pF. The output of the

lightning signal4.

buffer amplifier was fed to the digital storage oscilloscope

Figure 1: Illustration of the elevated parallel-plate antenna installed in Kathmandu, Nepal.
Wavelet transform algorithms was employed to compute
the frequency spectrum of the time domain signal. The

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

signal processed results consist of the time series plot of the

Electric field signatures pertinent to the unusual lightning

electric field signature along with its wavelet transform

activity recorded from a measuring station situated in

plot.

Kathmandu, Nepal have been analyzed using wavelet
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transform algorithms to calculate the frequency contents in

result’s power spectrum above the background noise

those signals. Figure 2 depicts the two examples of the time

spectrum, generally white noise and red noise, to a certain

domain events and their corresponding wavelet transforms

confidence level (95% of confidence level). Moreover,

use in this research and Table 1 presents the statistical

mother wavelet DOG behaves with positive and negative

summary of the results of frequency contents. The upper

axis values as a separate variable, so wavelet transformed

plot on each example of Figure 2 illustrates the time domain

parts or time-frequency plot of the signals are divided into

electric fields of the unusual event and the lower plot

two stages. In this research, the first stage of wavelet

represent its corresponding wavelet transforms. The y-axes

transformed signals were correlated with opposite polarity

(vertical axes) in each upper plot represent the electric field

pulse and subsequent part to a main waveform2. The

strength in volts (digitizer voltage), whereas the lower plot

frequency range, in which the predominant energy is

represents the frequency in the unit of kHz. In both plots,

radiated is termed as spectral range, which is actually the

the x-axes (horizontal) represent the time in the unit of

frequency range in which the value of power spectrum is

second. In each of the plot, time duration of 500

greater than zero. Since, the maximum power of a wave

microseconds is taken as the constant window size, where

from wavelet transform is not localized at a particular

starting point is considered as 0 second. Along with wavelet

frequency, indeed it is distributed in a range of frequency

transform, the data are also subjected to the significance test

and is termed as the spread distribution3

and cone of influence. The significance test gives the final
a)

b)

Figure 2: (a) and (b) are examples of electric field waveform analyzed in this paper and its wavelet power spectrum. The
upper plot in each figure is the time series of unusual lightning events and the lower is its wavelet power spectrum.
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Table 1: Statistical summary of unusual lightning signals.
Statistics

Spectral

Spread

Spectral

Spread

Power

Power

(Unusual signals)

range for

distribution

range

distribution

peak of

peak

opposite

of opposite

main

of

opposite

main

of opposite

polarity

polarity

waveform

waveform

polarity

waveform

polarity

pulse

pulse

(kHz)

(kHz)

pulse

(kHz)

(kHz)

of

main

(𝑉/𝑚)

Ratio
of

of

power peak

pulse

and

main

(𝑉/𝑚)

waveform
Minimum

1

1

1

1

2500

1500

0.363

Maximum

400

100

500

95

40000

50000

1.667

Average range

2-173

4-15

2-162

3-23

15375

19218

0.984

The statistical figures of Table 1 suggest that the opposite

maximum value of the power peak of the opposite-polarity

polarity pulse is found to radiate energy predominantly in

pulse and that of the main waveform is 1.667. The average

the average frequency range of 2-173 kHz with a minimum

ratio of the power peak of the opposite polarity pulse and

value of 1 kHz to maximum value of 400 kHz. The spread

that of the main waveform is found to be 0.984.

distribution of the opposite polarity pulse has a minimum

The above results indicate that the main event comprises the

value of 1 kHz to maximum value of 100 kHz. The average

multiple events with relatively lower average frequency

spread distribution radiated by opposite polarity pulse is in

range, whereas the opposite-polarity pulse is generally a

the range of 4-15 kHz. Similarly, the minimum and

single event radiating relatively higher average frequency

maximum value of spectral frequency radiated by the main

range. As is seen from the time series of unusual events, a

waveform are 1 kHz and 500 kHz respectively. The main

number of small events embedded in the main event;

waveform radiates energy predominantly in the average

therefore, one can speculate that there are a number of

frequency range of 2-162 kHz. The spread distribution of

discharges that contribute to the main events. Whereas, the

the main waveform radiates energy in the average range 3-

unidirectional opposite-polarity pulse is mainly due to the

23 kHz. The minimum and maximum value of frequency

discharge of a single event. It can further be speculated that

radiated by spread distribution of main waveform are 1 kHz

various answering leaders from various ground bound

and 95 kHz respectively. The minimum and maximum

objects contribute to the main events. However, it is not yet

value of power peak of the opposite-polarity pulse is found

clear as to why the main event and the preceding leader

to be 2500 (V/m)2 and 40000 (V/m)2 with average value of

have opposite polarity. Nevertheless, the discharge

the power peak being 15375 (V/m)2. Similarly, the

phenomena pertinent to the opposite-polarity leader and

minimum and maximum value of power peak of the main

various events contributing to the main event are essentially

2

waveform is calculated to be 1500 (V/m) and 50000

similar.

2

(V/m) with the average value of the power peak of the main

CONCLUSION

2

waveform is 19218 (V/m) . The minimum value of ratio of

Wavelet transform technique was employed to extract

the power peak of opposite-polarity pulse and that of the

frequency content of unusual lightning events observed and

main waveform is found to be 0.363. Furthermore, the

recorded in Kathmandu, Nepal. These lightning events are
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very new to the lightning community and are not fully

avenue for the researchers to investigate the origin of such

understood as of today. This is the first time that the

activities. Since, the unusual events were noticed in the

frequency spectrum of such an event has been analyzed.
temperate region (Uppsala, Sweden) and Sub-tropical zone

Sixteen electric field signatures pertinent to the unusual
lightning events have been analyzed for the frequency

(Kathmandu, Nepal), it should have some common source

content. As is stated earlier, the unusual events comprise

of origin between the two regions.

two field charges with opposite polarities. The first field
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